Switching Chips on the Cartridges

IDEALLY YOU WILL CARRY THIS OUT PRIOR TO REFILLING

- You should practice first by removing the chip from the CLI-42 cartridge initially.
- With this experience remove the chip from the included cartridge, install the chip from the CLI-42Y.

- You will remove some of the material on the right hand stem that was melted flat to retain the chip to the tank body. Only remove the least amount of material around the circular edge to allow right side of the chip to be lifted up and away from the stem. The stem is melted like the top of a mushroom.
- **There is no need to tamper with the left side nub.**
- When the right side is loose enough to be lifted clear of the stem, you will slide the chip to the right to remove the chip.
- Installing the chip is the opposite. Slide the chip under the left side nub and then drop the right side down over the nub. Normally, the chip will remain nicely placed and will not drop out. If the chip is loose you can place a tiny drop of adhesive over the right nub ONLY to help retain it. You can also heat the tip of a knife or screwdriver and remelt the stem that sticks out so it mushrooms and holds the chip down.